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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Instagram constitutes an economy of “likes.” Users exchange “posts”—commodities in this new 

spectacle—for capital in the form of “likes” and comments. Instagram does not represent a new 

social forum, but rather a reconstitution of market forces into socio-digital space. This critique 

draws on the discipline Critical Theory, and especially the work of Guy Debord in Society of the 

Spectacle. The roots of this project spring from Marx’s critique of capitalism, Hegel’s dialectical 

method, and Freud’s theory of mind (psychoanalysis).  
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Prologue 

The monolith of Instagram gestures at fun. It has become our favorite spot for pictures—

especially of cute dogs, play on the beach, and creatively decadent food. Of course, the 

application is famous for taking over users’ lives. Videos of the image-taking circus at events 

like Coachella support this conclusion. We see an endless field of Instagram users all stop to 

cunningly pose while their straight-faced, perspiring partners struggle to frame their image 

against the long tangling shadows of the desert. It is a lot of work for a picture. But this critique 

is about more than Instagram merely monopolizing our time. Guy Debord, a French philosopher 

and activist, criticized mid-century life as “an immense accumulation of spectacles” (para. 1) in 

his 1967 Society of the Spectacle (translated into English in 1970). But what is Debord trying to 

say? 

Debord means that relations between people have been overtaken by images—the young 

businessman with the perfectly-tailored Italian silk suit; the teenager filled with pride by his new 

fringed buckskin jacket; the stylish, well-to-do family with the expertly-waxed Lincoln. For 

Debord, images of things—of commodities—seem to dominate life itself. But it is not just about 

things. It is about how they make us act. “The spectacle is not a collection of images,” Debord 

insists, “but a social relation of people, mediated by images” (para. 4).  

On Instagram, we perform “reification.” That is, we try to turn abstract ideas into tangible 

representations. To be happy with your spouse and children is one thing. But we turn to 

Instagram to make that happiness into a commodity—we post a family portrait, our bodies so 

tastefully arranged, and hope to earn views, “likes” and comments. The trouble is this directly 

mirrors the market economy. Just as corporations create products and hope consumers purchase 

them, we sell our experiences on Instagram, a new digital exchange.  
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What do we hope to gain from the likes and comments we earn? And what does it mean 

to have more people following you then those you follow—a coveted status symbol on 

Instagram? These arbitrary numbers and ratios reflect a positivistic worldview—one obsessed 

with science and its endless quantification and analysis. But not all numbers are the same. How 

likely we are to come down with cancer if we use a certain cosmetic is a meaningful number. 

How many likes we receive on an image of a pancake breakfast is not. Critical Theorists Max 

Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno criticized science’s overreach into our social lives in “The 

Concept of Enlightenment.” According to these thinkers, “science, in its neopositivist 

interpretation, becomes aestheticism, a system of isolated signs devoid of any intention 

transcending the system” (p. 13). We have been hoodwinked into pouring our hearts and minds 

into these numbers that beg for comparison, but may ultimately mean nothing.  

So Instagram encourages us to participate in a digital economy of likes and comments. 

And it may just be meaningless. But what about Instagram’s tie-ins with the real economy? On 

Instagram’s homepage, where we view commodified posts created by our friends, we are also 

exposed to endless real commodities in the form of advertisements. And guess what? These ads 

come in the exact same form as posts. At times, they are even indistinguishable. Below the 

image of our friend as the dazzling bride with her new husband we might find an image of 

another man in a tuxedo—one who smiles gently as he plays a glossy piano, which is of course 

for sale. Troublingly, personal and commercial images come in the same form, follow the same 

patterns, and both exist to be consumed.  

This is a critique of Instagram based on the discipline Critical Theory, which lambasts 

capitalism’s reach into culture and social relations. Let us explore the dazzling, dooming 

spectacle of Instagram as we seek to discover why it is just so hard to look away. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This critique draws inspiration from the work of Critical Theorists Guy Debord and 

members of the Frankfurt School. These thinkers examined the discrepancy between the human 

condition—that of harsh, alienated labor and subjugation to the commodity through mass 

media—and our potential to form a more egalitarian society. Inspired principally by Karl Marx, 

Critical Theorists believe that humankind should work directly for their own well-being and that 

of their community. This focus on the material conditions and historical realities of human life 

sets Critical Theory loosely into the category historical materialism. Guy Debord and Frankfurt 

School members Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno—my primary influences—critiqued a 

mid-century, late-capitalist society in which the commodity and positivism (the belief that 

empiricism represents progress) dominated the masses through radio, television, films, and print. 

While the vectors of this domination have changed—social media applications cultivate a 

growing monopoly over representation—I argue that the nature of this domination has not.  

More on method. Critical Theorists adopted from Georg Hegel dialectics, a method of 

inquiry that divides matters into thesis, antithesis, and the compromise between the two, 

synthesis. Some of these theorists animated their critiques with concepts from Sigmund Freud’s 

psychoanalysis. Chief among these Freudian Critical Theorists are Jacques Lacan and Herbert 

Marcuse, whose work also came to influence me. Thus, I approach Instagram from a Critical 

perspective—one steeped in Marx’s critique of capitalism, Hegel’s dialectical method, and 

Freud’s theory of mind. I also employ formal analysis—literally examining the form Instagram 

takes. The following literature review treats the ideas of my influences in more detail. 
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Foundations: Marx, Hegel, and Freud 

Karl Marx was a radical political economist and utopian thinker who insisted that 

socialism, an economic system in which the workers own the means of production, would come 

to overthrow the oppressive bourgeoisie economy. For Marx, the status quo of bourgeoisie 

domination condemns the proletarian majority to a life of alienated labor and desperate 

subsistence. Marx suggests that the Industrial Revolution produced a division of labor, 

reorganizing workers so that each specializes in one task. Groups assigned the same task 

represent the “gathering-together of many workers under a single command,” according to 

Marx’s Grundrisse (Fundamentals of a Critique of Political Economy) (p. 508). These insipidly 

narrow tasks lose meaning outside mass production and offer the workers no ability to produce 

for themselves. For example, instead of sewing together a shirt, a worker’s command may be to 

merely sew buttons on a shirtsleeve. Thus, by bifurcating labor and survival, “they [capitalists] 

violently break the ties which bind production and distribution together” (p. 20).  

The division of labor paradoxically causes “dependence of the (workers) on one another, 

together with the total isolation of their private interests from one another” (p. 88). That is, they 

are unable to produce goods independently and must compete among themselves for wages 

granted stingily by their capitalist oppressors. The isolation of workers’ skills and interests force 

them to the bourgeois teat, where they are increasingly exploited for more labor or lower wages. 

For Marx, the ostensible innovation of the Industrial Revolution doublets devastating socio-

political costs.  

Beyond (and in the service of) excoriating capitalism, Marx developed many novel ideas 

in political economy. For example, property for Marx is not a condition of production—as the 

“appropriation of nature,” it is production (p. 21). In fact, Marx illustrates the general 
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equivalence of production, consumption, distribution, and exchange. Production involves the 

destruction or transformation of raw materials, a reality called “productive consumption” (p. 24). 

Distribution does not just guide the apportionment of goods, but the assignment of labor, and 

therefore the direction of production: “From birth (the worker) is assigned to wage-labour by the 

social process of distribution” (p. 29). Finally, exchange “takes place in the sphere of 

production… and constitutes one of its essential elements” (pg. 32).  

What seemed to political economists like Adam Smith and David Ricardo to be 

dichotomous elements Marx exposes as homogenous. This theme—homogeneity—came to 

possess thinkers of the Frankfurt School and other Critical Theorists in their blistering critiques 

of Late Capitalism and its saturating fuel, mass media. Homogeneity also animates my critique 

of Instagram. I hope to reveal how labor, likes, data, and capital are in fact all the same—and 

how their dominance of this digital ecosystem limits user behavior to the consumer form.  

 Marx’s work is an exercise in dialectical thinking, which Hegel pioneered. Roughly put, 

Hegel proposed that ideas oppose each other in the form of thesis and antithesis, which resolve 

into synthesis. Dialectical thinking (dialectics) is a sensitive and dynamic framework that often 

reveals the deep paradoxes and ironies of the challenged status quo. Hegel’s most notorious 

dialectic was that of Master and Slave. In “Dialectic and the Human Experience,” Hegel 

proposes that humans, upon first encountering other humans, need to be recognized to validate 

their self-consciousness. In fact, self-consciousness can only be attained by encountering another 

consciousness: self-consciousness “exists for another self-consciousness; that is to say, it is only 

by being acknowledged or ‘recognized.’” (p. 70). In this way, self-consciousness’s “unity,” can 

only be achieved by “its duplication” (p. 70).  
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This thread leads to major theme in Hegel’s work: the unity of opposites. In this 

framework, opposites exist only through tension with one-another. Antagonisms in which one 

idea could “win” and negate the other are illusions. To negate one idea would be to reveal a 

synthesis already present in the opposition.  

Returning to Hegel’s Master-Slave Dialectic, the two self-consciousnesses must now 

engage in life-and-death struggle to bring “the certainty of being for themselves, to the level of 

objective truth” (p. 73). It is therefore “solely by risking life that freedom is obtained” (p. 73). 

But the essential risk of life-and-death struggle—death—is not useful for validating self-

consciousness. The death of the other results in a state “without the requisite significance of 

actual recognition” (p. 74). That is, death disrupts the unity of these opposites—self-

consciousness must be acknowledged by another.  

The synthesis of this opposition, and the necessary outcome of that life-and-death 

struggle, is a new relationship between the two: that of “Master, or Lord” and “Bondsman,” or 

slave. In this state, the Master is “independent, and its essential nature is to be for itself,” while 

“the other is dependent, and its essence is life or existence for another” (p. 74). The Master’s 

self-consciousness “is mediated with itself through an other consciousness” (p. 75). The Master 

takes enjoyment in the utter subjugation of the Slave, who is able to recognize his own works, 

but whose life, and therefore self-consciousness, is always potentially forfeit to the master.  

Hegel’s general approach may be called historical materialism—he analyzed history to 

expose the material relations between people. Marx epitomized this approach, and drew 

influence from Hegel. That humankind is predisposed to oppress and subjugate seems to be a 

tenet of Marx. In Marx’s thought, one minority class always subjugates the majority, whether it 
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be the bourgeoisie and proletariat, or feudal lords and their serfs. For Marx, this fundamental 

opposition—the dialectic of class struggle—animates history.  

But Marx proposed an idea foreign to Hegel. He suggested that from the real, material 

relations between people—the socioeconomic system of capitalism—emanates a bourgeois 

“false consciousness,” or ideology. This saturating lie blinds the proletarian to the realities of 

their wretched condition and justifies the bourgeois system. This delusion causes members of the 

working class to accept their status and fail to identify as a collective with other workers. In this 

way, capitalism reinforces and even reproduces itself.  

To trace the influences of Critical Theory, we must briefly address Freud. 

Psychoanalysis, Freud’s theory of mind, eschewed the human psyche as a rational, self-aware 

subject, and instead stressed the operation of the unconscious. Freud believed our early domestic 

and sexual experiences helped determine this unconscious. Literary theorist Terry Eagleton in 

Literary Theory describes Freud as essentially a materialist: “we come to be what we are by an 

interrelation of bodies—by the complex transactions which take place during infancy between 

our bodies and those which surround us.” (p. 141).  Regarding the mind, Freud suggested that the 

human psyche is divided into three constituents: the id, the super-ego, and the ego. The id is a 

primal, instinctive agent responsible for libidinal (sexual and aggressive) drives. The super-ego is 

the moral agent responsible for high-minded thinking and self-control. The ego manages the 

demands and desires of the id and the super-ego, and represents a busy, practical, “realistic” 

operator.  

Freud believed that humans are motivated by the “pleasure principle,” a tendency 

towards self-gratification and leisure, which is suppressed by the knowledge of economic 

necessities: the “reality principle.” Narcissism, according to Freud, is a unique state in which 
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one’s ego and body are cathected—targeted as the object of desire.  Freud also proposed that 

humans have a natural life instinct (Eros) which encourages reproduction, survival, pro-social 

behavior, and love. Humankind also possesses a competing death drive (Thanatos), which 

manifests in the individual as aggression and self-destructiveness. Critical Theorist Herbert 

Marcuse turns to psychoanalysis to explain our industrial fascination with violence.  

Critical Theory 

In his 1967 “Aggressiveness in Advanced Industrial Society,” Marcuse introduces the 

idea “surplus-repression”—repression that grows according to the “discrepancy between the 

potential and actual human conditions.” This brings “new strains and stresses” upon the 

individual. Indeed, the frustrated promise of freedom, peace, and happiness become “marks of a 

mutilated being, who collaborates in his own repression.” Elaborating on Marxism, Marcuse 

insists that beyond alienated labor (labor under capitalism) is “socially necessary labor,” which 

characterizes a “definite negation” of neo-liberalism. “Socially necessary labor” describes works 

like rebuilding cities, relocating employers (to places walkable by employees), and producing 

goods without built-in obsolescence.  

Most saliently, Marcuse criticizes society’s “psychological habituation of war,” which is 

“administered to a people protected from actual war.” The news media accepts and promotes the 

dominant images of war, which people come to accept like simple everyday hazards (for 

example, traffic and smog). Worst is our conduct in actual warfare. In traditional warfare (as in 

the natural state described by Hegel), subjects confront each other on the battlefield directly. But 

Marcuse describes a modern system of “technological aggression and satisfaction,” where 

aggression is transferred from subject to object (like engineer to missile), which then destroys the 

enemy. Guilt over these actions transmit to “innocuous contexts” through phenomena like 
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impoliteness or sexual inadequacy. Worst of all, these technological acts of violence fail to 

satisfy the aggressive impulses that motivate them, and instead arouse more aggression. Thus, 

our modern system of warfare leads to ever-escalating violence and psychological ruin.  

Marx’s usage of “ideology” was novel. French scholars began using “ideology” to mean 

“the science of ideas” at the end of the 18th century, according to scholar Mark Cormack’s 

Ideology (p. 9). In his 1970 “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses,” French activist and 

philosopher Louis Althusser elaborated on the Marxian notion of ideology to stress its residence 

in institutions, which both distribute and enforce it to reproduce capitalism. “The State,” 

Althusser contends, “is a machine of repression, which enables the ruling classes… to ensure 

their domination over the working class” (p. 137).  

 Althusser asserts that the survival of the economic system depends on its ability to 

reproduce itself—the market must reproduce the means of production (p. 129). The system must 

also reproduce labor power through wages. Wages provision the worker to “present himself 

again at the factory gate the next day” and to rear his or her offspring, who must eventually 

replace him (p. 131). Althusser introduces two institutions that help reproduce the DNA of 

society, the state, and the market economy: Repressive State Apparatuses (RSAs) and 

Ideological State Apparatuses (ISAs).   

The Repressive State Apparatus denotes the police, army, courts, and prisons. It “secur(es 

by force (physical or otherwise) the political conditions of the reproduction of relations of 

production which are in last resort relations of exploitation” (p. 149). These institutions form a 

single system—a “unified and centralized organization”—controlled by the dominant class and 

its ideology (p. 150). RSAs enforce the dominant ideology mainly through violence, unlike their 

counterparts, ISAs. Ideological State Apparatuses promote the dominant interest through 
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ideology itself, which owes to the “unity” of the “ruling ideology itself” (p. 149).  These 

institutions, which include schools, churches, social clubs, the news media, and the entertainment 

industry, are flawed in their promotion of the dominant ideology. Indeed, class struggle often 

manifests in these institutions as “the resistance of the exploited classes is able to find means and 

occasions to express itself there” (p. 147). RSAs create through force the political environment 

necessary for ISAs to operate, and in that way “shield” them as RSAs and ISAs operate in 

concert (p. 150).  

Ideology, according to Althusser, “represents the imaginary relationship of individuals to 

their real conditions of existence” (p. 162). Althusser here refers to ideology in the Marxian 

sense—in the sense of “false consciousness.” Althusser offers two hypotheses as to the origin of 

ideology: the first, that “Priests or Despots are responsible” (p. 163). These clergymen and rulers 

“forged Beautiful Lies” in order to “enslave other minds by dominating their imaginations” (p. 

163). The second explanation (derived from Feuerbach and Marx) is that humans succumb to 

ideology through “material alienation which reigns in the conditions of existence of men 

themselves.” (pp. 163-164). Life within the market economy is so alienating that workers must 

conjure an imaginary relationship to justify their real conditions of existence.   

Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno of the Frankfurt School, both students of Marx 

and Hegel, lambast both the artistic and intellectual “accomplishments” of capitalism in “The 

Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception” and “The Concept of Enlightenment.” “The 

Culture Industry” proposes that modern radio programs, advertisements, and films are 

homogenous and simple-minded. Industry concocts cultural products to be uniform in their 

ability to anesthetize the proletarians to their wretched conditions of existence while bolstering 

the dominant interest (capitalism). Through ads and film, industry systematically exposes the 
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“deceived masses” to bourgeois sumptuousness and grace they can never attain. Nonetheless, the 

working class is “captivated by the myth of success…” and “insist on the very ideology which 

enslaves them (p. 8).  

 Cultural products have an “aesthetic barbarity” in that the consumer finds them valuable 

only if they exhibit “conspicuous production” (which connotes extreme investment of cash) or if 

the lead actor or actress resembles his or her counterpart in advertisements (p. 3). Consumers 

value the quality of technical production over the content, which is “stubbornly repeated, 

outworn, and half-discredited” (p. 9). Films and advertisements fixate on chance, which seems to 

allow for “spontaneous and direct relations between man” in a society materially circumscribed 

by bourgeois planning. (p. 14). Horkheimer and Adorno excoriate the travel sweepstakes as an 

excuse for the bourgeoisie to “take someone up into their heaven and throw him out again: his 

rights and his work count for nothing” (p. 14). By transforming cultural products into 

commodities, industry not only bilks the working class of their wages, but reinforces the status 

quo of conformity and consumption.    

For Horkheimer and Adorno, the Enlightenment is a dialectic in which the subject, 

humans, battle for self-preservation and technological advancement against reality, an objectified 

world. As Marxians, these thinkers believe class struggle gives meaning to life. This worldview 

subtends “The Concept of Enlightenment” and inspires its invective against Enlightened thought, 

which, unlike Marxism, insists the “single distinction between man’s own existence and reality 

swallows up all others” (p. 5). We unite in our will to survive, which obscures class struggle and 

demands that we instrumentalize nature to advance our position. Material reality means 

nothing—it is merely a “substrate of domination” (p. 6).   
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The Enlightenment dominates humanity as humanity dominates our world. It bends our 

thoughts and actions to serve its singular will: to extract all possible utility from our 

surroundings. This utilitarian monomania enforces social roles—the bourgeois subject must 

exploit and dispense of the proletarian object, who “mold themselves to the technical apparatus 

body and soul” (p. 23). It also rationalizes the division of labor—partitioning labor into 

homogenous pieces promotes efficiency. Enlightened thought also supports fascism as 

humankind “stands in the same relationship to things as the dictator to human beings” (p. 6). 

Indeed, the “distance of subject from object, the presupposition of abstraction” derives from “the 

distance from things which the ruler attains by means of the ruled” (p.9). That is, our alienation 

from and exploitation of objective reality mirrors the attitude of rulers to their subjects. 

Displaced by Hitler’s regime and disillusioned with life in mid-century America, Horkheimer 

and Adorno find the Enlightenment responsible for both systems.   

Instead of an advancement over mythology, the Enlightenment merely transposes the 

mythological dialectic. Myth, like the Enlightenment, pits humans against objective reality. Like 

science, myth “sought to report, to name, to tell of origins—but therefore also to narrate, record, 

explain” (p. 6). Mythological solutions like sacrifices sought to help humans conquer nature. 

Though arbitrary and primitive, they share Enlightenment preoccupations with self-preservation 

and the exploitation of material reality.  In Homer, “being is split between logos… and the mass 

of things and creatures in the external world” (p. 9). This equivalizing was so thorough, “The 

name Zeus was applied both to a god of the underworld and to a god of light in cults which did 

not exclude each other” (p. 10). Obfuscating the differences between individual agents presents a 

problem for Horkheimer and Adorno both because it obscures class struggle and promotes 
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cultural homogeneity. The authors continue to explore the Enlightenment’s cultural and artistic 

implications.  

Horkheimer and Adorno insist that, “With the clean separation between science and 

poetry, the division of labor… was extended to language” (pp. 12-13). Indeed, “anything which 

cannot be resolved into numbers, and ultimately into one… modern positivism consigns (to) 

poetry” (pp. 4-5). “The Concept of Enlightenment” itself rejects science’s insistence on 

classification and order—the digressive text, composed in abstruse prose, forms giant paragraphs 

with no subject headings. Artists use the scientific method to optimize realism and duplicability. 

In this way, art “has pledged itself to positivist science, even in its specific techniques” (p. 13). 

Meanwhile, “Neopositive” science is “aestheticism, a system of isolated signs devoid of any 

intent transcending the system” (p. 13). In comparison, the work of Marx (also ostensibly 

scientific) does have meaning transcending the system—it promotes working class revolution.  

“The Concept of Enlightenment” paints humankind as hellbent on dominating nature by 

observing, classifying, and ultimately exploiting objective reality.  Mankind stands in the same 

relation to nature as the lord does to the peasant, the bourgeoisie to the proletarian. This positivist 

worldview reinforces the market economy’s status quo while obscuring class distinctions, 

promoting the degeneration of art, and justifying homogenous cultural products.  

French thinker and activist Guy Debord first published La société du spectacle (The 

Society of the Spectacle) in 1967. In 1970, the work was translated into English and published by 

Black & Red. While Marx focused on the socio-economic implications of capitalism, Debord 

elaborates on the socio-cultural implications of the system, which he believes serve to justify and 

reinforce the economic status-quo. In Society of the Spectacle, Debord castigates mid-century 

capitalist culture, which he insists represents “an immense accumulation of spectacles” (para. 1). 
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For Debord, “everything that was directly lived has moved away into representation” (para. 1). 

Debord means to say that relations between people have been overtaken by images of 

commodities—the young business executive sporting a flashy watch and shiny new Cadillac; the 

teenager peacocking in his exclusive letter jacket; the stylish young family outfitting their home 

with the most tasteful modern décor. Whether in advertisements, films, or on the boulevard, 

images of commodities have come to dominate life itself.  

“The spectacle in general, as the concrete inversion of life, is the autonomous movement 

of the non-living” (para. 2). Debord means to say that the “non-living” commodity continues to 

advance its position within society. While “The spectacle presents itself simultaneously as all of 

society, as part of society, and as instrument of unification” (para. 3), it actually promotes 

separation—separation of people from meaningful, life-affirming work, and separation of people 

from authentically connecting with one another. “From the automobile to the television,” Debord 

offers, “all the goods selected by the spectacular system are also its weapons for a constant 

reinforcement of the conditions of isolation of ‘lonely crowds”” (para. 28). The spectacle 

diminishes the subjectivity of individuals by encouraging them to “objectify” their lives—to live 

for commodities (objects), or rather to live for appearing to have commodities. Debord describes 

a social regression through which “being” (authentically living) has ceded to “having” 

commodities, which has ceded to “appearing” to have commodities. The language of the 

spectacle is power—an analogue of wealth. “…all individual reality has become social reality 

directly dependent on social power and shaped by it,” Debord insists (para. 17).  

Debord evaluated a society in which mass media had finally ripened and asserted the 

dominion of the commodity over human life. But his words speak to our present, hyper-mediated 

society, in which mass media is not just an obsession, but the setting for life. Commodified 
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media is the substrate—the canvas—of our lives. The spectacle is “a tendency to make one see 

the world by means of various specialized mediations (it can no longer be grasped directly)” 

(para. 18).  
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Chapter 2 

Consumption and the Digital Commodity 

In the spectacular economy of Instagram, as in the traditional market economy, 

participants consume commodities. Within Instagram, how do users perform consumption? I 

argue that the user exchanges his or her time (along with indicators like “likes” and comments) 

in order to view a “post” (in the form of an image or video), and in return receives the utility of 

the post’s entertainment value. The post may be an image presenting a joke, a pleasing item of 

food, or the tantalizing form of a person in swimwear. Instagram’s impenetrable algorithmic 

logic dictates which posts appear first on the homepage and Feed, two primary sites of 

consumption. Post recency and “popularity” according to likes, view, and comment totals are 

clearly virtues, but may not strictly determine the order of posts. Instagram offers only this 

language to describe how the algorithm decides which posts will appear in one’s Feed:  

Instagram's technology uses different ways, or signals, to determine the order of posts in 

your feed. These signals are used to help determine how your feed is ordered, and may 

include: 

• Likelihood you’ll be interested in the content 

• Date the post was shared 

• Previous interactions with the person posting  

(“How the Instagram Feed Works,” 2019) 
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Figure 1: The Instagram Feed 
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Each month, over one billion Instagram accounts operate (“Instagram Business,” 2019), 

yet Instagram offers fewer than 50 words on how those accounts exchange information. The 

commercial entity stealthily circumscribes how, when, and why information exchanges. Despite 

that the user has so little control, he or she participates voluntarily and even seems to enjoy it. 

“The attitude of the public, which ostensibly and actually favors the system of the culture 

industry,” Horkheimer and Adorno concluded in “The Culture Industry,” is a part of the system 

and not an excuse for it” (p. 2). That is, the system provides its own justification.  

The User Profile and Instagram as a Network 

“Profiles” publish all content on Instagram in the form of “posts” and “stories.” A person 

or enterprise owns each profile, which usually represents the person or entity itself. Instagram 

allows each profile to assign itself a username, which may be any unique sequence of characters. 

(In comparison, peers Facebook and LinkedIn insist that profiles bear users’ legal names.) The 

profile is often a laboriously self-involved construction—users expend astonishing effort to 

generate and manage the commodified images and videos of this digital self. To triumph, one 

must earn spectacular capital: “likes,” views, comments, and references from other users.  

As a network, Instagram is directed—users do not always reciprocate connections 

(“follows”) from other users. Myspace cofounder Aber Whitcomb refers to such networks 

“trusted” or “broadcasting” in a Medellin presentation (4:13). Each profile broadcasts how many 

profiles it is “Following” and how many “Followers” it has. To have few reciprocal (or 

bidirectional) follows is desirable—the most prestigious profiles boast considerably more 

“Followers” than “Following” profiles.” In the economy of the like, users lust after follower 

surpluses with the enthusiasm of government officials evaluating international trade 
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relationships. The profile conspicuously presents its total spectacular production in the form of 

“number of posts” adjacent to the Followers/Following dyad. 

 

Figure 2. Example of a User Profile 

Note: Red boxes added. The user gave permission to the author to represent this image. 

1. 

1. Username 

2. Profile Photo 

3. Number of Posts 

4. Followers/Following 

5. 150-Character Bio 

6. “Pinned Stories” 

7. Posts 

2. 

3.

. 

4.

. 

5.

. 

6.

. 

7.
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The profile photo sits left of these three critical values. In flourish of faux-egalitarianism, 

Instagram allows all users a circular image of the same size to present themselves within. 

Sometimes, a band of purple, orange, and yellow (Instagram’s trademark colors) frames this 

photo, which signals the user has an active “story”—a commodity less durable than the post.  A 

story may be an image, a short video, or a “repost” of another user’s photo. Whatever the user’s 

choice, it displays for no more than 15 seconds when activated by another user. The story 

dematerializes altogether in 24 hours, unless the user chooses to “pin” it to his or her profile. In 

this way, Instagram penalizes users who neglect to use the app daily by removing content. This 

limitation is not technical, but a fabricated incentive—a fact validated by the user’s ability to 

“pin” the story indefinitely. In this way, the mercurial story is like a flash sale at a big box store. 

The story’s creator can overlay the image or video with decorations like emojis along with 

buttons to accept input from his or her followers. For example, the user may post a photo of her 

Golden Retriever overlayed with the prompt, “HOW HANDSOME IS HE?” and buttons labelled 

“SO HANDSUM” and “POSITIVELY DASHING.” Viewer responses deliver privately to the 

story’s creator. The creator may also see which users viewed his or her story—a digital analogue 

to a merchant receipt.  

The Paradox of the Digital Commodity 

In the Grundrisse, Marx describes consumption as when “the product… becom(es) the 

direct object of the individual want which it serves and satisfies,” “giv(ing) the product the 

finishing touch by annihilating it” (pp. 22 & 25). We witness here a distinction between digital 

and physical commodities: the consumption of digital commodities is not also their annihilation. 

A cupcake is utterly swallowed by the consumer, a gallon of gas incinerated by the consumer’s 

car engine. But an Instagram post remains after a viewer makes use of it by viewing it. (In this 
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way, Instagram differs from rival Snapchat—a social network best known for its self-destroying 

messages.) In fact, a post may be consumed by infinite users, unlike a cupcake or gallon of gas 

(which have finite numbers of atoms). That a user consumed a post by viewing it is evident to 

Instagram the enterprise, but not necessarily to the post’s creator. The user must indicate that 

they consumed a post by marking it with a like or writing a comment, but these actions are 

subsidiary to time viewed—a dark metric not expressed to the user by the app.   

Instagram and Digital Surveillance 

While Facebook operates Instagram opaquely, that Instagram records time viewed (the 

amount of time a user views a post) in order to determine the value of a post is Internet-age 

common sense. In digital space, unlike in physical space, market agents are able to record all the 

user’s input—even when the user is unaware. Let us examine for a moment physical space. Upon 

the fluorescent-washed linoleum of the super market, the manager is not present to note when a 

customer gingerly reaches for a banana but then retracts his or her hand. Nor can the busy clerk 

observe when a client takes pains to return a bottle of dressing to its proper shelf. In digital 

space, however, all these actions are recorded. Programs like FullStory record not only how long 

a user views a webpage, but trace the movements of his or her mouse on the page. FullStory 

compounds and deliver “heatmaps” summarizing these traces to the website’s operator.  
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Figure 3. Heatmap of Wikipedia’s Front Page 

Note: Image by Karsten Adam, Wikimedia Commons. 

This heatmap of Wikipedia’s front page, for example, indirectly tells us that Wikipedia 

users favor the English and Deutsch versions of the site. (Blue indicates moderate cursor activity, 

while cyan and green indicate heavy activity.) Curiously, it also reveals that the shadowed side 

of the globe figure attracts attention from users’ mouses (or perhaps this area slightly southeast 

of center is some kind of default position for users). Beyond FullStory’s heatmaps, tools like 

Google Analytics allow these operators to track individuals across websites by recording the 

links they click and how long they linger on each page. Google supplies “tags” that users 

discretely post to their web pages. These tags record the scrutinized activity. Controlled, single-

party environments like Instagram, however, may disregard special mechanisms like tags since 

all user behavior takes place within the enterprise’s application. 
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Although Instagram conceals what it records, we may infer that app records all available 

data to feed into its opaque algorithm. This algorithm then determines which posts appear to 

which users. Time viewed is one such measurement, which correlates with how many likes and 

comments a post receives. Instagram thus gives users overt inputs (in the form of likes and 

comments), but masks the real exchange of data.  

“Reality Considered Partially” 

In Society of the Spectacle, Debord concludes “Reality considered partially unfolds, in its 

own general unity, as a pseudo-world apart, an object of mere contemplation” (para. 2). In the 

case of consumption on Instagram, the reality of users’ actions is considered only partially—as a 

general and false unity of likes and comments—in this pseudo-world apart, an objectified world 

of contemplation. This partialness has two indications. The first: that there are many quiet, 

unglamorous, unphotographable moments of life that cannot represent as commodities on the 

app. For example, few addicts would choose to present themselves on Instagram swallowing a 

handful of pills with a swig of canned beer. Nor could one represent the inward peace of a 

mindful meditation session—only a goofy pose with closed eyes and some trite quotation. Some 

moments of more pointed consumption are unrepresentable. For example, although a user may 

choose to present a trip to the cinema, the dark, broad spectacle itself is virtually 

unphotographable by modern smartphones. (Etiquette and copyright law also prohibit such an 

act.)  

The second indication of a “reality considered partially” is that beneath the images and 

buttons that compose Instagram is a fuller reality of surveillance and material exchange. 

“Influencers” promote products and “experiences” in exchange for real capital, an essential act 

not captured by the app itself. Also, and more massively, Instagram has the right to collect all the 
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likes, comments, private messages, scrolls, moments of lingering, and page views and sell that 

data to advertisers. This private data informs both the “recreational” and commercial posts 

shown to users.   

Instagram’s Exchange of Equivalence: Labor, Likes, Data, and Capital 

“Reality considered partially”? What is Instagram’s reality considered fully? According 

to Marxist activist and Critical Theorist Louis Althusser in his 1970 essay “Ideology and 

Ideological State Apparatuses,” “Every social formation must reproduce the conditions of its 

production at the same time as it produces…” (p. 128). This is how Instagram’s spectacular 

reproduction operates. We may assume that every action the user takes—every post she creates, 

every comment she writes, every private message she sends, and every moment she lingers—is 

compiled, examined, and ultimately instrumentalized to encourage her to engage more. The more 

she engages in Instagram, the more data she produces, which is sold to advertisers, who expose 

her to more cunningly tailored ads, which advertise products she is more likely to purchase. The 

data informs the ads and the ads inform the data. Advertisements displaying material 

commodities must first succeed in the economy of “likes” to succeed in the real economy (and be 

purchased). And the consumer who purchases the commodity from the popular ad can guarantee 

herself that if she represents herself with the commodity in a post, that post will “succeed” as 

well. For example, because an ad advertising a special jacket attracts many likes and comments 

from lustful consumers, an Instagram user who purchases the jacket and wears it in a post is 

virtually guaranteed to attract similar fervent likes and comments. The spectacle of consumption 

and exchange reproduces itself. To conclude, Instagram is the exchange of labor (spectacular 

production—the creation of posts) for likes, data for capital, and every permutation of the four. 

The four are the same. This autonomous system stretches laterally into Facebook (which owns 
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Instagram) and the popular messaging app WhatsApp—but the cross-app implications of this 

system are beyond the scope of this inquiry.   

 

Figure 4. Instagram Exchange 
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The Paradox of the Digital Commodity Continued 

 But how might we consider the apparent permanence of Instagram’s commodities—that 

they are not annihilated by consumption? We must then turn again to the obfuscated world of the 

algorithm, which, like a conveyer belt, presents the commodities in sequence. Posts appear on 

the user’s homepage according to interest, which the algorithm opaquely determines, but also 

principally according to time. For example, at the moment of writing this, the author’s top posts 

were created 34 minutes, five hours, four hours, 20 hours, and two days ago. This rough 

temporal pattern presents itself in every iteration of Instagram examined by the author. In this 

way—if we consider order as a constituent of manner, “the manner of consumption is produced 

by production” (Marx, 1973, p. 25). Posts more than a few days old are retired to appear only in 

the poster’s profile, their primary lifecycle of consumption behind them. Thus, unlike physical 

commodities, Instagram posts are technically infinite, but practically expendable. The contents of 

the posts themselves also help determine how long they are available to be consumed. For 

example, topical political jokes and photos of current events are perishable commodities. Just as 

a banana blackens and ferments in a few weeks, a post featuring a photo of an “I voted” sticker 

worn proudly on the chest expires the minute the election is over.  
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Chapter 3 

Instagram’s “Garden Culture” 

Users routinely prune their profiles of content that has become, for whatever, reason, 

undesirable. David Lyon refers to this as modern “garden culture,” which “Requires constant 

tending (where) supervision is needed to rid the place of weeds” (p. 327). The “gamekeepers” of 

pre-modern “wild” society cede to “gardeners” “believing themselves to be responsible for the 

cultivation and welfare of all” (p. 328). A user may choose to rid their profile of the weeds of 

their adolescence, for example. Photos that the user once posted with prideful naivete—like an 

image of the user underage, sipping beer on a boat—may later to appear to the same individual 

tacky or passe. The user may also cull a photograph because it puts him or her in legal jeopardy 

(however minor). Thus, our once-17-year-old beer-sipping user may fear consequences from his 

or her school—or even the police—when he or she matures to 19 years of age.   

This “gardening” relates not only to users’ habits of self-censorship, of spectacular 

cultivation, but of the Instagram’s administrative censorship. Each post may be “reported” to 

Instagram for a variety of reasons: “I find it offensive,” “It’s spam, “It’s sexually inappropriate,” 

“It’s a scam or misleading,” “It’s violent or prohibited content,” “It refers to a political candidate 

or issue,” or because “It violates my intellectual property rights.” The users’ production is 

ultimately mediated and policed by Instagram itself, with the input of users. This is what Lyon 

and Bauman would call a “highly symmetric” arrangement “based on watchers-and-the-

watched” (p. 327). Through its overt “security” features, Instagram guarantees surveillance is 

“No longer diffuse and malleable,” and that it “eras(es) individual differences by seeking 

uniformity” (p. 327). While Instagram may be a sort of new “public square,” behavior in that 

square is heavily circumscribed by a third-party actor rather than the state. The American state’s 
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strong freedom of speech protections allow for a much greater degree of expression than 

Instagram, which, as a private business, may reject any speech for virtually any reason.  

The “Liquid” Platform 

 The opaqueness with which Instagram evaluates consumptive activity on its platform 

relates to its expression of an environment of “liquid surveillance,” a term that David Lyon 

believes characterizes the thought of sociologist Zygmunt Bauman. In an arena of “liquid 

surveillance,” the body is reduced to data, and “the transformation of ordinary citizens into 

suspects” manifests as they are relegated “to consumer status across a range of life-spheres” (p. 

325). Because the principal business of Instagram is in advertising commodities rather than 

imprisoning bodies, we may perhaps substitute “suspects” here for “prospects”—potential 

customers. Bauman uses “liquid” or “liquidness” as an analogue of “fluid” or “fluidity.” But we 

may consider “liquid” to also represent “liquidity”—the ability for something to be dispensed as 

capital. Here we arrive at the intersection of spectacle, surveillance, and value. As Instagram 

surveils users, their actions are literally liquid—they are recorded as data and exchanged for 

money to advertisers. Debord described a pre-Internet society so fixated on image and 

commodity that it was “the concrete inversion of life… the autonomous movement of the non-

living” (para. 2). That is, lifeless commodities come to dominate the organic lives of individuals 

through spectacle, and the market forces that promote these commodities and their corresponding 

images autonomously become more sophisticated, more manipulative, more domineering over 

life itself. But actions that in Debord’s society indirectly feed the spectacle of consumption—like 

showing off a new wristwatch—directly feed the market economy in our new spectacular digital 

economy. The data that particular users like the image of the wristwatch will be sold to 

advertisers, who will tempt these users with adverts of similar wrist watches. In Debord’s time, 
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perhaps a man would show off a new Cadillac at the local diner, earning the awe and envy of his 

peers. In our time, the man posts an image of himself in a new Cadillac and then is paid by 

General Motors itself according to how many likes and comments he receives. Or perhaps more 

plausibly, the enterprise behind the Cadillac man’s necktie pays the man along the same 

measures. Whatever the behavior, every pathway leads to more consumption. Everything is 

redeemable for cash. Everything is liquid. Instagram is a liquid spectacle.  

Security and App Affordances 

Lyon believes “The old and the new meet, paradoxically, in social media sites such as 

Facebook, where ‘friends’ are fluid and surveillance is multifaceted” (p.  326). While Instagram 

is not ostensibly an app for tracing potential criminals and their behavior, it does express 

measures of security, where “Administration of the proper setting, to prevent or encourage 

certain kinds of behavior, is vital” (p. 327). In our case, the administration of the proper setting is 

less about preventing or encouraging pro-social or criminal behavior than preventing or 

encouraging certain kinds of pro- or anti-consumer behavior. These prefigured outcomes are 

determined by the affordances of the app itself. Users may post an image or video, but not a 

message of only text. In this way, Instagram encourages users to participate in the spectacular 

economy. That text messages may be posted as pictures severely limits the length and 

sophistication of the message, as well as the text’s ability to be copied and reproduced. Instagram 

and its advertisers realize that text sells nothing. The chronic unprofitability of Twitter—a world 

of text—illustrates this clearly. As Debord knew, images sell products—images spin the 

consumer carousel. Images represent the transcendent consumer experiences of enjoying, say, a 

new bicycle, a dating application, or a cruise to Puerto Vallarta. That Instagram attempts to limit 

users to represent things in images is a careful consumptive maneuver. “…all of life presents 
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itself as an immense accumulation of spectacles,” Debord wrote. “Everything that was directly 

lived has moved away into representation” (para. 1). Instagram seeks to regulate and profit from 

a spectacle, not an ostensible exchange of ideas like Twitter.  

Consumption and “The Feed” 

How are posts accessed to be consumed? The first site of consumption is the user’s 

homepage (accessible through a small icon of house in the bottom-left corner of the screen). 

“Home” consists of a vertical string of posts, mostly from profiles the user follows (though 

interspersed with advertisements). The user may navigate these posts by scrolling down to reveal 

more. The second site is “the Feed,” which is accessed through an icon of a magnifying glass 

(see Figure 1). Instagram has complete editorial control of this page, which generally consists of 

posts from outside the user’s network. Here, posts are stripped of their text descriptions, “like” 

counts, and comments and arranged in a modular Swiss grid (of 3x5, on this writer’s 

smartphone). As on the homepage, the user may scroll down to reveal more posts (though the 

Feed, unlike the homepage, is infinite). A post in “portrait mode” (where the image is taller than 

it is wide) may take up a stack of two units, or even a block of four. Video posts automatically 

play within the Feed with no sound. The third and final principal site of consumption is the 

profile itself. The user may input a username in a search bar at the top of the Feed and visit a 

profile directly. We will examine the profile in greater detail as a site of labor later in this 

inquiry. 
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Genres of Posts and Technical Qualities 

What sort of commodities succeed in the spectacular economy of the like? Particularly 

entertaining gimmicks are one winning type—for example a video of two puppies playing, an 

image of a smiling man partially buried in mud in a bayou, and an astrological joke (rendered in 

text). The second primary category is lustful, prurient images—like young woman sprawled in 

the sand on the beach in a bikini, or a young shirtless man baring his chest in a yoga pose. Often 

these sexual images contain material commodities like special clothing or exercise equipment. 

The third identifiable category is food and beverages—literal consumables. Images of pizza, 

paella, and pie—often posted by restaurants eager for attention—typify the genre. The contents 

of Instagram posts, in the words of Horkheimer and Adorno in “The Culture Industry,” are 

“stubbornly repeated, outworn, and half-discredited” (p. 9). Debord concludes, “use in its most 

impoverished form (food and lodging) today exists only to the extent that it is imprisoned in the 

illusory wealth of increased survival. The real consumer becomes a consumer of illusions” (47). 

Here Debord hints that elementary, necessary material of consumption—food and lodging—have 

today adopted an aspect of illusion. Ever more decadent meals and sumptuous lodgings gesture 

at increased survival, but this promise is not met. Basic victuals and habitats satisfy our 

elementary needs—everything beyond is illusion. The Instagram user is beguiled into accepting 

that elaborate foods and material spaces grant increased survival. This primitive connection fuels 

these popular Instagram idioms—food and dwelling.  
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Figure 5. Commercial Ad vs. Post from Private User 

Note: Both posts fall into the genre “food and beverages.” Both reiterate a commodity. 
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The “like” economy insists upon content only within narrow idioms. Therefore the 

technical quality of posts arises as a principal site of competition. Users carefully optimize the 

lighting, detail, contrast, and color of their images. We may apply Horkheimer and Adorno’s 

words on mid-century American film to this new digital environment: “…the interest of 

innumerable consumers is directed to the technique, and not the contents…” (p. 9). “Filters,” 

native to the app itself, synthetically bolster the saturation, sharpness, and depth-of-field of 

images to produce more desirable image commodities. Instagram co-founder Kevin Systrom 

confessed in a 2014 interview with Fortune that a principal concern in Instagram’s conception 

was “beauty”—early cellphone cameras were “pretty crappy,” so Instagram sought to improve 

image quality by providing filters (00:03:36).  

Sites of Labor 

The user profile is the chief site of labor on Instagram. Beneath the circular profile 

picture and trio of values—Number of Posts, Number of Followers, Number Following—is 

space for a 150-character bio, much like a product description in a web shop (see Figure 2, item 

5). Often the user states his or her occupation, interests, and/or area of residence here. Some 

choose a favorite quotation, or even a string of symbols. The user may attempt to promote joy 

with adornments like hearts or flowers, or she may represent her profession or interests with such 

symbols (for example, a diamond next to a microscope might indicate the user is a gemologist). 

The user may also choose to display a website link. Below the bio, Instagram presents the 

usernames of a few of the profile’s followers (in particular, those who also follow of the 

viewer)—for example, “Followed by adorno421, ek_sedgewick, and 6 others.” Clicking that 

expression displays a list of all such related profiles. Thus, user relationships are expressed as a 

binary: Follower or not. 
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Figure 6. Reciprocated Followers vs. Unreciprocated Followers 

Note: Our example profile (Figure 2) has many unreciprocated followers. 

Positivism and Equivalence on Instagram 

That any profile may be analyzed and compared to another according to three numbers 

(Posts/Followers/Following) (see Figure 2, items 3 and 4) expresses social positivism—the 

misguided application of scientific values to social functions. In Horkheimer and Adorno’s “The 

Concept of Enlightenment,” the Frankfurt School thinkers excoriate science’s overreach into our 

social lives. Instead of evaluating the content of each profile’s posts, Instagram directs us first to 

the three cardinal values. In this way, according to Horkheimer and Adorno, “Whatever might be 

different is made the same” (p. 8). Again, relationships on Instagram have only two 

permutations: two profiles may both follow each other (a reciprocated connection), or one profile 
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may follow the other without reciprocation (a unidirectional connection). In the material world, 

relationships cannot be expressed with such brutally dichotomous pseudo-scientific expressions. 

For Horkheimer and Adorno, “Anything which cannot be resolved into numbers and ultimately 

into one is illusion. Modern positivism consigns it to poetry” (pp. 4-5).  

What do these numbers—posts, followers, following—really mean? The chance of 

acquiring cancer (expressed as a percentage) from working a certain occupation is a meaningful 

number. It at least gestures at something concrete: physical disease. But these three essential 

values on Instagram mean nothing—they do not relate to anything outside Instagram’s system. 

They hint at nothing beyond what they literally quantify. “Science, in its neopositivist 

interpretation, becomes aestheticism, a system of isolated signs devoid of any intention 

transcending the system,” Horkheimer and Adorno concluded (pp. 12-13). Instagram abstracts 

life to the point of aestheticism—to a system that is wholly self-referential, but otherwise 

meaningless. “Bourgeois society is ruled by equivalence,” the Frankfurt School thinkers 

proposed, “It makes dissimilar things comparable by reducing them to abstract quantities.” 

Instagram’s preoccupation with the three numbers is the ultimate trick of abstraction, a trick of 

the dominant class to obscure class distinctions. If Horkheimer and Adorno (along with their 

Marxist peers) had their way, a social network like Instagram would focus on another dyad of 

values: bourgeoisie or proletarian—capitalist or worker. Instead, it encourages economic-style 

comparisons between individuals, but without any tether to the material world. “In the spectacle, 

which is the image of the ruling economy, the goal is nothing, development everything. The 

spectacle aims at nothing other than itself,” Debord claims in The Society of the Spectacle (para. 

15). Here, he hints at the arbitrariness of values like number of posts, followers, and following, 

and how progress within Instagram relates to development through these numbers. Post more, 
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acquire more followers, and follow few in return in order to develop success in this new 

spectacle. Maximize the first two values while minimizing the third, even though they aim at 

nothing other than themselves.   

Hegel’s Recognition and the Instagram “Follower”  

That Instagram expresses relationships in this way calls to mind Hegel’s essential concept 

of recognition from Dialectic and Human Experience: The Phenomenology of Spirit: “Self-

consciousness exists in itself and for itself… by the fact that it exists for another self-

consciousness… only by being acknowledged or “recognized.” (p. 70). This primal insistence on 

recognition resolves itself only after life-or-death struggle between the two agents, when one 

claims victory and asserts his lordship over the other, who is now in bondage. Although 

Instagram does not manifest life-or-death struggle, we see the same relationship—that of lord 

and bondsman—emerge in the unreciprocated follower. The follower recognizes the other, but is 

ostensibly not recognized back. This may explain the prestige awarded to those who follow few, 

but have many followers (like our example in Figure 2). One must “cancel this its other…” in 

order to “become certain of itself as true being…” (p. 71). In this way, the Hegelian dialectic of 

master and slave helps explain the dynamics of relationships on Instagram. “The master gets his 

recognition through an other consciousness,” Hegel proposed, “for in them the latter [slave] 

affirms itself as unessential” (p. 75). The user confirms her inferior position—her status as 

“unessential”—by following, or recognizing, one who refuses to recognize her back. This results 

in “satisfaction and enjoyment” for the user positioned as the “lord” (75). Is it coincidence that 

this master/slave dialectic emerges from Instagram? No. This dialectic underpins the late-

capitalist economy, ruthlessly anointing some as “bourgeoisie”—as master—and others as 

“working class”—as slave.  
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Chapter 4 

The Circumscribed Being 

In Society of the Spectacle, Debord insisted “The society which rests on modern industry 

is not accidentally or superficially spectacular, it is fundamentally spectaclist” (para. 14). In the 

context of Instagram, we may interpret Debord to mean that the spectacle is predicated on the 

work of the spectaclist, or laborer. “As the indispensable decoration of the objects produced 

today... as the advanced economic sector which directly shapes a growing multitude of image-

objects, the spectacle is the main production of present-day society” (para. 15). Here, Debord 

discusses “the indispensable decoration of the objects produced,” which relates to the technical 

qualities of Instagram posts, which may be called “image-objects.” As Horkheimer and Adorno 

revealed in “The Culture Industry,” the technical qualities of commodities—in this case, 

Instagram posts—become the chief site of attention and competition in advanced industrial 

society. “It is with good reason,” the thinkers propose, “that the interest of innumerable 

consumers is directed to the technique, and not the contents—which are stubbornly repeated, 

outworn, and half-discredited” (p. 9). As discussed in “Consumption,” the contents of Instagram 

posts are generally homogenous—they are either gimmicks, prurient, or they reiterate material 

commodities. The techniques, however, are constantly innovative. Spectaclists apply new filters 

to posts to saturate the colors, render a 3D cartoon character into the image, or even alter their 

physical appearance. The better the technique applied to creating the post, the more likely it is to 

succeed in the like economy—as long as the content falls within the narrow idioms of success. 

“No independent thinking must be expected from the audience,” Horkheimer and Adorno 

related, “the product prescribes every reaction…” (p. 9). In this case, Instagram circumscribes 

reactions to the form of likes, comments, and shares. Horkheimer and Adorno noted that 
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“conspicuous production,” or “blatant cash investment,” became a hallmark of “good” movies in 

mid-century America (p. 3). In the same way, Instagram users constantly buy new 

smartphones—whose models are upgraded by the manufacturer every few months with better 

cameras and more special lenses—to produce more conspicuously “quality” images.  

Lacan and the “Retouching App”: Constructive Self-Objectification on Instagram 

This brings us to a new and dire form of technical manipulation of images: the 

“retouching app.” Apps like FaceTune can, with the push of a button, sculpt one’s jawline, 

enlarge one’s eyes, and clear one’s skin of blemishes. In this manipulation—this narcissistic self-

production—we are reminded of Lacan. In “The Mirror Stage,” Lacan suggested that humans 

undergo a universal “mirror stage” which “establish(es) a relation between the organism and its 

reality” (p. 736).  Within the mirror stage, a young child witnesses his or her own image, 

misidentifies it as the self (a misrecognition called méconnaissance), and then begins the work of 

constructing his or her imago. While Freud’s ego was a thoughtful, organized psychical agent (a 

subject), for Lacan, the ego is the object—an “alienating foreign introject through which (one is) 

seduced and subjected by others’ conscious and unconscious wants and machinations,” 

according to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Johnston, 2.2). So through the 

“retouching app” like FaceTune, the user progressively manipulates his or her face to be farther 

and farther from the material truth according to others’ wants (the social demands of Instagram). 

The user literally constructs his or her imago, or concept of self, “as a series of self-

objectifications in images” (Johnston, 2.2). These slices of self-objectification accrete on the 

user’s profile, digital evidence of Lacan’s figurative process of ego construction. “It is the true 

reflection of the production of things, and the false objectification of the producers,” according to 

Debord (para. 16). The users—producers, laborers, spectaclists—reiterate the action of the 
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market economy in their work to falsely objectify themselves so that their images may be 

consumed in the economy of the “like.” This constructive self-objectification reaches its 

apotheosis in the patient who visits a plastic surgeon to reconcile—with scalpel, sutures, and 

gauze—the discrepancy between his or her inner imago and the self he or she sees in the mirror. 

Dr. Neelam Vashi of Boston University Medical School calls this phenomenon “Snapchat 

dysmorphia,” where “patients (seek) out surgery to help them appear like the filtered versions of 

themselves” according to an article in EurekAlert! (Lyons, 2018).  

Social Power and “Images of Need”: How Instagram Circumscribes User Behavior 

For more insight into labor on Instagram, let us return again to the text that inspired this 

inquiry: Society of the Spectacle. “…all individual reality,” Debord insists, “has become social 

reality directly dependent on social power and shaped by it” (17). Applying Debord’s thoughts to 

Instagram, we may conclude that individual reality—the process of life for the individual—

becomes dominated by the creation of spectacular commodities for Instagram. In this way, life is 

“dependent on social power,” but also “shaped by it.” Social power—an instrument of the market 

economy and ultimately the dominant class—sculpts the shape of life. Social power, 

manipulating the Instagram user, forces him or her to carefully vet and stage his or her actions so 

that they can be represented as posts in the economy of the like.  

This results in some peculiar behavioral phenomena. For example, the Instagram user 

photographs consumptive behavior at the time that it occurs, but may not present it on Instagram 

immediately. The economy of the like moves inexorably and does not slow to keep pace with the 

rhythms—the bunching and slacking—of life. Therefore, Instagram user may engage in a surplus 

of consumer behavior perfect for Instagram in a short time, but may choose to delay the posting 

of this behavior to maximize the number of likes and comments he or she receives. Other 
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profiles generally reward capital in the form of likes, comments, and shares with the assumption 

that the posted behavior occurred recently, or is occurring at present. But to rely solely on 

contemporary images would be to present the quotidian boredom and anesthetizing overexertion 

of modern industrial life. This separation between behavior and the presentation of this behavior 

alienates the user from his or her own life. “Separation,” Debord waxes, “is the alpha and omega 

of the spectacle” (para. 25). But Instagram not only separates the producer from the product—it 

separates the producers from each other: “With the generalized separation of the worker and his 

products…” Debord insists, “all direct personal communication among producers are lost” (para. 

26). Despite that the process of Instagram gesticulates at real social relations, the primary activity 

of the application—the production of abstract digital “goods”—inhibits all direct communication 

between producers. There is no dialogue—the process is unilateral and singular.  

According to Debord, “the more he accepts recognizing himself in the dominant images 

of need, the less he understands his own existence and his own desires” (para. 30). So the more 

one accepts presenting oneself according to “images of need”—images of consumption—the 

more one abstracts from one’s own life. Instagram accelerates Debord’s “time of things”—

constant digital reproduction reinforces the commodity’s dominion over time. “Where the real 

world changes into simple images,” Debord speculated, “the simple images become real beings 

and effective motivations of hypnotic behavior” (para. 18). So the more time, effort, and life-

force one pours into these simple images, the more the images come to dominate your material 

life, thus becoming “real beings” that motivate “hypnotic behavior” in the form of endless 

consumption and representation of that consumption.  
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Instagram and Vision, the “Mystifiable” Sense 

“The spectacle, as a tendency to make one see the world by means of various specialized 

mediations (it can no longer be grasped directly), naturally finds vision to be the 

privileged human sense which the sense of touch was for other epochs; the most abstract, 

the most mystifiable sense corresponds to the generalized abstraction of present-day 

society” (Debord, 1983, para. 18).  

Within the spectacle of Instagram, vision becomes the primary—and perhaps only—meaningful 

sense. This is problematic because vision is “mystifiable” and corresponds to “generalized 

abstraction”—vision is the sense of sages and prophets who claim supernatural sights, 

providence, and ultimately false dominion over others. In this way, “The spectacle is the material 

reconstruction of the religious illusion” (20). “Touch,” the sense of “other epochs,” corresponds 

much more closely to material reality, and is therefore a truer, more concrete, less abstract sense. 

So when Instagram abstracts us from touch, it abstracts us from material reality. Material reality 

is the crippling backaches one suffers from working overtime in an ill-designed office chair. 

Material reality is the numbing of the hands that manifests after one’s elbows have been pressed 

all day into the metal table of the sweatshop. Material reality is the dryness of the eye that comes 

from staring unblinkingly for 16 hours at the assembly line, scanning for manufacturing errors. It 

is no coincidence that the spectacle singularly privileges vision over all other senses. The other 

senses anchor us to the truth. “It is the opposite of dialogue. Where there is independent 

representation, the spectacle reconstitutes itself” (para. 18). The sense of touch allows for 

input—we can materially shape our world with our hands. Vision forbids input, or dialogue. We 

cannot project images into the world. It is only through an abstract, mediated process that we can 

create images—by framing and capturing them with a digital device. Vision is the anomalous 
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sense. As we can feel, we can create with our hands. As we can hear, we can speak with our 

voice. As we can smell, we emanate the scent of sweat and hair. But as we can see, we can’t 

intrinsically produce. We can only contribute to the spectacle, this quasi-religious system that, 

through our deceived eyes, alienates us from our own lives and the lives of others.  

Instagram as Religion, Instagram as Myth 

 Regarding religion and the spectacle (both of which are predicated on sight deceived), 

Debord insists, “Spectacular technology has not dispelled the religious clouds where men had 

placed their own powers detached from themselves; it has only tied them to an earthly base” 

(para. 20). This relates to Horkheimer and Adorno’s understanding of the Enlightenment and 

myth in “The Concept of Enlightenment”—that the Enlightenment stands in the same relation to 

objective reality as myth does. “The single distinction between man’s own existence and reality 

swallows up all others” in both systems of belief (p. 5). Religion and myth are both irrational and 

both seek to aid man’s dominion over nature. In the same way, the spectacle of Instagram 

contains positivistic—world-exploiting—implications and expectations. The endless 

classification, categorization, and quantification of science reiterates itself through follower 

ratios and counts of likes and followers. In this way, Instagram has not “dispelled the religious 

clouds,” but merely transposed them to another medium. Rather than venerating idols, saints, and 

artifacts with the hope that worshipping them will increase our ability to survive, we worship 

likes, followers, and comments to the same end—that they might enhance our survival in the 

spectacular economy of the like. The values are arbitrary but gesture at the truth as though they 

have some relation to it, when in fact they bury it. In this way, “spectacular technology” ties 

“religious clouds” to a new “earthly base.”  
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Derrida and “Blackout Tuesday”: The Limits of Critique 

 Derrida in “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences” spoke of 

the impossible need to decenter metaphysics from language. “We have no language—no syntax 

and no lexicon which is alien to this history [of metaphysics]; we cannot utter a single 

destructive proposition which has not already slipped into the form, the logic, and the implicit 

postulations of precisely what it seeks to contest” (p. 2). Broadly considered, we can interpret 

Derrida to mean that we are unable to challenge the status quo with the tools of the status quo. 

For example, “the ethnologist accepts into his discourse the premises of ethnocentrism at the 

very moment when he is employed in denouncing them” (pg. 4). But this paradox true of 

Instagram? Is it impossible to use Instagram to subvert the market economy and its spectacle? In 

fact—no. We can subvert the status quo of Instagram by decentering the commodity from the 

spectacle. An example of this operation is the “Blackout Tuesday” protest of mid-2020. 

Supporters of Black Lives Matter paused their normal contribution to the spectacle and instead 

posted homogenous black squares. These squares interrupted “the existing order’s uninterrupted 

discourse about itself, its laudatory monologue” (23). The black square represents no 

commodity, exemplifies no bourgeois value. These squares decentered the spectacle from the 

infrastructure of Instagram and instead proposed monolithic support for a marginalized group. 

Early members of this protest sometimes included hashtags like #blacklivesmatter, and thus 

unwittingly interrupted the revolutionary discourse of that movement. But later contributors 

realized that this act of decentering had to take place from within the center of the spectacle—not 

within the activist’s discourse, but in the discourse of the commodity. Thus, later protesters 

excluded all hashtags from their posts. This inquiry may seem like an unfailingly negative 

portrayal of Instagram—it may reek of hopelessness and cynicism. But, like the Blackout 
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Tuesday protest, there are many uses of Instagram that subvert the spectacle. This work does not 

focus on the work of these digital subversives, but I would like to at least acknowledge them and 

their vital activity decentering the spectacle from Instagram. These subversives may be called 

bricoleurs—those who use “the means at hand”—aspects of the system—to interrogate the 

system itself.  

 

Figure 7. “Blackout Tuesday” Post Example 
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Accumulation, Leisure, and “Surplus-Repression” 

“The spectacle is capital to such a degree of accumulation that it becomes an image” 

(Debord, 1983, para. 34). Here, Debord means to say that capital, and the mechanisms of the 

market economy, permeate the spectacle so much that lived experience becomes image, its 

commodified form. “Accumulation” refers to the endless creation, consumption, and 

representation of commodities within an “innovative” system of production. “Accumulation” is 

the onward march of liberalism—accumulation is to liberalism what progress is to socialism.  

Instagram presents itself as a system of leisure—of activity outside the system of wage-

labor. But Instagram succeeds within a culture dominated by the market economy precisely 

because it reiterates the market economy. It is no system of leisure, but an abstract spectacle of 

economics. Therefore, all the “leisure” behaviors of Instagram users within the platform actually 

directly transpose wage-labor behaviors. Just as the wage-laborer is a bondsman to capital, which 

he or she spends most all his or her time trying to produce, so is the Instagram user a bondsman 

to capital. Instagram ostensibly represents surplus behavior—activity above and beyond the 

struggle for survival—but actually encapsulates the struggle for survival in its reiteration of wage 

labor. This relates to Herbert Marcuse’s “surplus-repression,” an idea presented in his 1967 

“Aggressiveness in Advanced Industrial Society.” “The larger the discrepancy between the 

potential and actual human conditions, the greater the need for what I term ‘surplus repression,” 

Marcuse offers. This is “repression necessitated not by the growth and preservation of 

civilization but by the vested interest in maintaining an established society.” That is, the “labor” 

performed by Instagram users does not contribute to the progress of humankind’s wellbeing—

instead, it represents the repression of such progress. Instagram emanates a Marxian “false 

consciousness” that justifies the status quo (the status quo of “an established society,” according 
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to Marcuse). Marcuse invokes Freud to describe our libidinal cathexis (fixation) on commodities: 

“it is necessary to achieve a libidinal cathexis of the merchandise the individual has to buy (or 

sell)… the fun he has to enjoy, the status symbols he has to carry.” Instagram users fixate on 

digital merchandise—their posts and the posts they consume—through cathexis, a powerful 

libidinal attachment first described by Freud.  

 

Figure 8. Instagram User Gesturing at “Socially Necessary Labor” 

Note: Image from Taylor Lorenz via Twitter. 
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Illusions of “Socially Necessary Labor” 

That Instagram’s merchandise gestures at true virtues—freedom, peace, progress, 

happiness—signals “marks of repression,” according to Marcuse, “the marks of a mutilated 

being, who collaborates in his own repression….” Some Instagram users present themselves 

performing (or pretending to perform) “socially necessary labor,” which Marcuse describes as 

the “definite negation” of our neoliberal system. Marcuse offers as examples of socially 

necessary labor the rebuilding of cities and towns, relocating employers to walkable location, 

producing durable goods without built-in obsolescence, and remaking the environment to meet 

human “aesthetic needs.” Famously, a Twitter user captured a video of an Instagram user and 

“social media influencer” driving up to a boarded-up building, posing with an electric drill as if 

she was helping build the protective structure (Figure 9), then quickly driving away in a 

luxurious car (Geanous, 2020). This bourgeois falseness captures the essence of Instagram: it is 

not the thing that matters, but the image of the thing. This is the necessary outcome of reducing 

life to images, and presenting these images for others attention and approval in a market-like 

game.   
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Conclusion 

Instagram reiterates the market economy within our social lives, reflecting a literal and 

digital version of Debord’s spectacle. Users exchange commodified posts for “likes,” comments, 

and shares—capital in this new digital exchange. The two conditions of “friendship”—

reciprocated follower and unreciprocated follower—fail to align with the dynamics of organic 

friendships. That accumulating unreciprocated followers is prestigious calls to mind Hegel’s 

Master-Slave Dialectic—here, the “followed” one is Master, while the “follower” may be Slave. 

The careful pruning of images by users (through their own agency or Instagram’s interference) 

reflects a “garden culture.” Meanwhile, the hidden exchange of labor (the production of posts), 

likes, surveilled data, and real money reveals that as in the market economy, everything is 

“liquid.” The affordances of the application help dictate user behavior, which is heavily 

circumscribed. The selfie and its modification by the “retouching app” (like FaceTune) reveals 

the presence of the Lacanian imago—a self-constructed, illusory vision of oneself. Instagram at 

times gesticulates at “leisure” and “socially necessary labor,” but in reality merely reiterates 

wage-labor and reflects “surplus-repression.” Finally, Instagram’s commodity culture may be 

subverted by clever activists—bricoleurs—who de-center the commodity from the exchange of 

ideas, as in the “Blackout Tuesday” protest of 2020. But these activists must be careful not to 

accidentally interrupt revolutionary dialogue in the process.  

There are many aspects of human life—especially gender, sexuality, and race—that I 

would have liked to explore in this inquiry if I had more time. But I will leave these necessary, 

intricate facets to other scholars of social media (if not to me in my next work).  
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